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a Is your customer an important player in the business 

community who owns a large company? You want to offer 

the best coverage so they can run their business without 

worrying about their insurance. Talk with our multidisciplinary 

OMEGA team and you’ll soon see what we can do. Their vast 

expertise means that every detail is taken care of, and along 

with our ability to cover large risks, it’s a win-win situation 

for you and your customer. 

Advantages of placing a risk with our team

• Availability of the Elite product for property

• Up to $60,000,000 limit for property

• Up to $120,000,000 limit for equipment breakdown

• Availability of CIVICA civil liability product 

• $25,000,000 limit for civil liability

• A team of experienced senior underwriters, including 

specialists in property and civil liability (two points 

of service: Montreal and Quebec City)

• Global Account approach with other Specialty 

Solutions divisions 

• Claims settlement with a dedicated specialist 

for major accounts 

• Ready access for complex accounts to experts in our 

Underwriting, Loss Prevention and Claims departments.

Some eligible risks

• Property value over $20,000,000 for commercial and 

industrial use, including wholesalers and construction 

site risks 

• All policies written as a combination of Primary and Excess

• Difference in conditions (DIC) policies

• Manuscript wordings

• Sales over $50,000,000, except for real estate, retail, 

restaurants and accommodations risks

• Commercial General Liability (CGL) and Umbrella/Excess 

liability for eligible Property risks

 • Commercial General Liability (CGL) and Umbrella/Excess 

liability for eligible OMEGA risks

• Standalone Umbrella/Excess liability 

• All policies with a combination of Primary/Excess

• CGL Claims Made Form
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A key factor in your business development: 
Specialty Solutions

Whether your customer wants to insure a small, 

medium or large business, we at Intact Insurance 

have THE coverage they need. When it comes 

to insurance products, no one else in our 

industry has a more comprehensive offering. 

Our Specialty Solutions expertise, combined 

with the synergies between our various 

departments, enables us to offer you 

outstanding service so you can properly meet 

your customers’ needs as they grow and evolve. 

And this is particularly true because we have 

greater awareness of your customers’ realities, 

due to the fact  that all decisions are made 

right here in Quebec. 

To find out more, please contact us:  

spec@intact.net


